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Tea glasses have much utility for all families. Use of glass has been a tradition of decades old. Now
tea glasses are available in the market in numerous sizes, shapes and designs. Nowadays
collecting extra ordinary glass is the passion of dÃ©cor loving ladies. If you are a great lover of classy
items then Moroccan glasses are perfect thing for you. Many crockery stores offer wide array of
glasses but only selected few offer Moroccan tea glasses. Just the presence of these glasses in
store makes it special.

Moroccan glasses are not new to the usage however these glasses were not so popular until few
years back. Now as the consumer behavior is changing fast with passage of time, Moroccan
glasses are becoming the choice of everyone in almost every social segment. Moroccan tea glasses
have received worldwide fame in just last few years because of their unique look. Moroccan glasses
are not easily available in the markets. These are available only on selected leading stores or we
can get the complete variety over online kitchen or coffeecake stores. Due to less availability of
these glasses, the importance become much more and your hospitality becomes a signature style.
When you serve the beverages in these beautiful glasses, guests feel honored.

Moroccan tea glasses are generally available in the size of 3.5 inches high, 2 inches wide. As these
glasses are strong, fine and transparent, so these can be used as pen holder or candle stand also.
These are durable and are made of high quality glass of premium grade. Edges of these glasses
are made extra comfortable and smooth. The main specialty of these glasses is that these are
decorated by the hand painted traditional Moroccan art. This famous art is available in many themes
like leaves theme, flower theme, landscape etc. The elegant work of hand painting is done over the
outer surface of Moroccan tea glasses by the highly experienced artists who know very well the
importance and fineness of traditional art.  Moroccan art is done in different bright shades.
According to Moroccan culture, color of tea denotes the strength level of tea. Light color indicates t
light tea and darker color means stronger tea. Glasses are also chosen on same pattern like for
strong tea dark glass and for light tea light color glass.

True Moroccan glasses class bears a golden ring on top. The golden ring is signature style of
Moroccan tea glasses. For the facility of users, the set of six Moroccan tea glasses in multi colors
like Pink, green, blue, red, brown etc is available. Set of multi colors contains two glasses of same
color. Be ready this summer to welcome the guests in traditional Moroccan style.
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